
Date in Foster Home

09/13/2021

Hound Information

Registered Name

XAT Notre Dame

Call Name

Ethan

Date of Birth

10/26/2019

Gender

Male

Color

Red Fawn

Known Medical Problems

No

Heartworm Preventative Administered

Inceptor Plus



Comes When Called

Yes

Understands "Good"

Yes

Plays With Toys

Yes

Understands "No"

Yes

Method of Correction

sharp no with a hand clap

Small Dog Safe

Not Sure

Cat Safe

Not Sure

Good With Young Children

Not Sure



Turn Out Routine

Ethan is let out at 8am right when I wake up with him and at 10pm right before bed. During the late

morning/afternoon he is let out around 10am and 2pm. We usually go for a walk between 5 and

6pm.

Potty On Lead

Yes

Garbage

No issues

Stairs

No stairs in house

Floors

Great on hardwoods

Counters

No issues

How does the hound handle being crated?

Ethan is crated for meal time twice a day and anytime we leave the house. I work from home but he

has been left in the crate from 1-6 hours with no issues.



What does the hound enjoy?

Ethan enjoy walks, carrying toys around, waking up in the morning and greeting you, lots of

attention and pets. He also enjoys playing with his foster brother in the backyard.

Does the hound have any fears?

He isn't biggest fan of the vaccum but tolerates it. He also didn't love the shiny slippery floors at

Pet Supplies Plus but got used to them by the end of his first meet and greet!

What type of temperament does the hound have? (Shy, outgoing, confident, etc.)

outgoing and affectionate

How does the hound handle new situations?

No issues

What type of food are you currently using?

Purina Pro Plan Sensitive Skin & Stomach

Amount of AM feeding

2 cups

Amount of PM feeding

2 cups


